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ith energy consump-
tion concerns mount-
ing throughout the data

center, IT departments are turning to
solutions small and large to redress their
power consumption woes. And as data
center technologists look to sources of
inefficiency, rack servers are clear cul-
prits. Ordinary rack servers are responsi-
ble for the bulk of the IT energy crisis—
both in the number of units in place and
the amount of energy they waste.
According to data center energy

expert Jonathan Koomey, a staff scien-
tist at Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory and a consulting professor 
at Stanford University, servers present
the most important opportunity for 
data center energy savings. 
“The main reason for focusing on

servers is that they represent the largest
portion [estimated at between 50% and
75%] of the IT energy load,” Koomey
said. “Servers deliver the service. They’re
the heart and brains of the whole enter-
prise—the thing that drives the end
result.”
In February 2007, Koomey published 

a study estimating total server power
consumption in the U.S. and globally.
Using figures from Framingham, 
Mass.-based research firm IDC, Koomey
developed a weighted average for rack
server energy use. In 2005 the three
most popular server models in the U.S.
were the Dell 2850, HP DL380 and 
HP DL360. 
The weighted average energy con-

sumption of a 2005 model rack server is
217 watts (or .217 kilowatts). Multiplied
by 8,760 hours in a year, that figure
translates to about 1,900 kilowatt-hours
(kWh). Using 6 cents as a baseline price
for kWh, it costs an average of $114
annually to operate a rack server.
Fortunately, data center managers

increasingly can choose high-volume

Annually, it
costs an average
of $114 to 
operate a rack
server.
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servers equipped with more efficient
power supplies, fans and processors.
These technologies lower energy usage
per server, and virtualization and other
usage scenarios can help reduce the
number of servers in the data center.
Implementing these approaches in
concert can yield substantial energy
savings, potentially cutting server 
energy expenses in half.
To explore how to achieve greater effi-

ciency in data centers, we will look at ser-
ver efficiency tactics in four areas, begin-
ning with the simplest fixes and moving 
to more complex strategies.

I. ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
POWER SUPPLIES
At the server level, one fundamental
area where energy efficiency can be
gained is in the power supply. This hard-
ware component converts alternating
current (AC) power at the plug into
direct current (DC) power that a server
can use. Server power supplies are often
made by a company other than the 

server manufacturer—brands most data
center pros have never even heard of. 
In many personal computers and 1U

rack servers, the power supplies convert
AC to DC very inefficiently, typically 

Energy Star Ratings 
for Servers in Committee
THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL Protection Agency (EPA) has begun
the process of establishing an Energy Star label for servers,
just as it has created them for desktop computers, clothes
dryers and ceiling fans. Server energy consumption and 
performance would be measured and tested by third parties,
and the top 25% of energy-efficient models would garner 
the Energy Star label. The determination would enable data
center managers to weigh energy efficiency alongside other
factors in their purchasing decisions. The EPA will likely turn
to the Standard Performance Evaluation Corp. (SPEC) of
Warrenton, Va., for benchmarking server performance per
watt. Vendors are currently wrangling for position as the 
EPA and SPEC consider the best way to measure efficiency.
Look for this label to hit shelves by 2008 or later.
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at around 60%-70% efficiency. But by
using higher-quality components, these
low-end power supplies can easily be
made more efficient. 
Ecos Consulting Inc., an energy effi-

ciency consulting firm headquartered 
in Portland, Ore., developed a program
for PCs and 1U servers called 80 Plus.
80 Plus certifies power supply manufac-
turers and the vendors that use power
supplies operating at 80% or greater
efficiency at multiple server workloads. 
The 80 Plus requirement is part of the
Energy Star standard for personal com-
puters developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
According to Ecos Consulting, in order

to reach that 80% efficiency level, there
is a price barrier posed by premium
materials. But with an estimated savings of
301 kWh per server per year, experts think
the power supply could be a first step. 
“Power supplies are one area where

there are server standards, and it has
nothing to do with the processors,” said
Koomey. “The easiest way to gain effi-
ciency is to buy servers with the 80 Plus

rating on the power supply. The people
designing servers are focusing on the
up-front costs, but the cost of support-
ing less-efficient power supplies is far
more than the few dollars to improve the
product.”
Despite the seemingly simple solution

of creating more efficient power sup-
plies, server vendors have voiced
doubts. The cutthroat pricing on low-
end servers, for example, might cancel
out any efficiency benefits on the power
supply if a company is just going to
shortchange other components of the
server. Also, dropping new power sup-
plies into every server requires extensive
quality testing, which also costs money.
But those costs are offset by higher

prices for servers with more efficient
power supplies, and server manufactur-
ers actually get a kickback for using
them. According to Matt Clark, rebate
manager at Ecos Consulting, under the
current program, manufacturers get $5
per unit rebate for desktops and $10 per
unit in servers to help offset the cost of
using more expensive components.
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“The easiest
way to gain 
efficiency is 
to buy servers
with the 80 Plus
rating on the
power supply.”
—JONATHAN KOOMEY, 
STAFF SCIENTIST, LAWRENCE
BERKELEY NATIONAL
LABORATORY
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These rebates are funded by utility com-
panies that have an interest in lowering
data center energy consumption. 
Today, 80 Plus has a limited impact 

on the data center. The program applies
only to single-power supply, 1U servers.
Recommendations have not been pub-
lished for servers with redundant power 
supplies or servers larger than 1U. 
Ecos Consulting is researching how 

to address that issue, and the firm will
publish its findings this year. The EPA
may also incorporate the firm’s research
into its goals for a server Energy Star 
rating. 
In the scale-up server market, which

includes large symmetrical multipro-
cessing machines, the power supplies
are far more efficient than low-end
servers, and calculating that data is not
as straightforward as it is for PCs. The
recommendation for enterprise servers
will likely be higher than 80% utiliza-
tion, but Clark said Ecos Consulting will
likely use the 80 Plus label for brand
recognition.
Server manufacturers expect the rat-

ing to exceed 90% efficiency, but they
also need to balance any efficiency 
gains beyond 90% against the cost of
the investment as manufacturers begin 
to hit diminishing returns to achieve 
that last 10%.
Despite these goals’ incremental

nature, Amory Lovins, an energy effi-
ciency expert and CEO of the Rocky
Mountain Institute, has argued that 
an energy-efficient power supply is the
most important aspect of improving
servers. “The power supply is in many
ways the most important efficiency
opportunity in the server,” he said,
“because of the compounding heat and
energy losses from it. When customers
realize that saving a watt in the data
center is around $20-$30 at 6 cents a
kilowatt-hour, they will tend to favor
manufacturers with efficient equipment.”
Over the past four years, Google Inc.,

which is one of the world’s largest con-
sumers of data center power, has been
investing in energy-efficient power sup-
plies for its volume servers. The search
engine giant custom-builds the majority

“When cus-
tomers realize
that saving a
watt in the data
center is around
$20 to $30 at 
6 cents a kilo-
watt-hour, they
will tend to favor
manufacturers
with efficient
equipment.”
—AMORY LOVINS,
CEO, THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN
INSTITUTE
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of its servers, purchasing components
from manufacturers separately and con-
figuring the machines for optimum effi-
ciency. The company spends $30 per
server for the 90% efficient power sup-
plies, which, according to Google, pay
for themselves over the life of the server. 

II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT SERVER FANS
So, in the data center, how much energy
is spent on just blowing air around?
There are fans in the air conditioning
units, in the racks and in the servers
themselves. As a result, some compa-
nies are looking at ways to improve the
efficiency of fan design.
During a recent keynote speech at 

the Uptime Institute Symposium, Lovins
cited the San Rafael, Calif.-based 
engineering firm Pax Scientific Inc. Pax
designs fans based on geometric pat-
terns found in nature—it’s called “bio-
mimicry,” according to Trevor Daughney,
a marketing manager at Pax. 
Jay Harman, the founder and CEO of

Pax, is also a marine biologist. “Harman

recognized a common pattern in the way
nature moves fluids and air,” Daughney
said. “Nature has been moving fluids for
a long time.” And since Harman came to
that realization, Pax began designing fans
based on a geometric pattern called Fibon-
acci Spirals, resulting in improvements in
energy efficiency and noise reduction. 
“There are about a billion [server fans]

made a year, and this new type of blade
can actually be retrofitted into existing
muffin fans and give you up to 30% more
flow per watt,” Lovins said. According to
Pax, that translates into 20% fewer watts
to achieve the same level of cooling.
Daughney said Pax hopes to have its

first server fans available by the end of
the year. Pax will license its fan design to
a manufacturer, which then passes the
fan on to server vendors. 
Pax is also working on improving fan

efficiency on the data center air condi-
tioning side.

Variable-speed fans and intelligent
cooling.Most server vendors have some
sort of variable-speed fan design built
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into their servers to avoid blowing air at
full pressure when it’s not needed. The
idea behind these low-flow fans is that
they can spin slower while still delivering
sufficient cooling. 
According to Christian Belady, a 

distinguished technologist at Hewlett-
Packard Co., intelligent, variable-speed
server fans have been around for a long
time, primarily to help mitigate noise
issues. But now, because of the heat
density in the data center, high-pressure
fans are drawing a lot more power, and
systems are being designed to make
every gram of air count. 
Server vendors have their own

approaches to accomplish this. Dell Inc.,
for example, codes the basic I/O system
and firmware to understand which work-
loads are running and to ensure that the
right amount of cooling goes to the right
place. The number of fans varies from
server to server, but a Dell PowerEdge
2950 has four fans doing most of the
cooling, and Dell optimizes them for
minimal energy use.
IBM Corp. now uses Calibrated Vector 

Cooling (CVC) on its System x and
BladeCenter servers. CVC channels the
cool air to the hottest parts of the server
and is designed for efficiency. It is built
into the firmware and the management
software; but more important, IBM
physically constructs the system to 
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The Price of High-
Efficiency Processors
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC. (AMD) and Intel Corp. are in
an ecoefficiency race to improve performance per watt. This
competition put energy use on the map: Instead of energy
being a byproduct, it is now a design goal. Thanks to better-
quality parts and engineering, Intel’s low-voltage processors
and AMD’s high-efficiency processors offer better perform-
ance per watt than their standard counterparts but also
offer the same level of performance, according to Ryan
Franks, the product manager of PowerEdge Servers at Dell
Inc. There is a price differential of $50 to $100 per proces-
sor, according to Franks. “But if you’re power sensitive, that’s
an easy decision.”
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include CVC. IBM likens the technolo-
gy’s impact to the effect of a wind tunnel
forming in the halls and doorways of a
building.
IBM uses sensors to determine actual

temperatures of components with a
thermostat in the housing of the server.
Software called PowerExecutive ships
with IBM’s volume and blade servers. 
It monitors and reports on actual power
consumption, showing trends over min-
utes, weeks and months. HP has a simi-
lar tool called Insight Power Manager, a
feature of its Systems Insight Manager
software. Sun Microsystems Inc. moni-
tors power at the operating system level. 

III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
PROCESSOR FEATURES
IT people are supportive of energy effi-
ciency in the data center—right up until
you start messing with performance,
then the silicon hits the fan. Woe to the
facility manager stepping onto the raised
floor to tell the IT hotshots that they
have to trade their sports car in for a

school bus.
Improvements from better engineering

of server components like power sup-
plies and fans are much easier to quan-
tify and adopt than processor innova-
tions, which have an impact on server
performance. For decades, experts and 
vendors have been wrangling over IT
performance metrics, and efforts to 
add energy efficiency to the list of per-
formance factors make benchmarking
even more complex.
Considering the underlying assump-

tion that energy efficiency means 
sacrificing processor speed and the 
controversy surrounding the measure-
ment of processor efficiency, why
address processors at all? Simply put, 
it’s unavoidable: Processors account 
for roughly half of server energy con-
sumption.
Two main strategies have emerged 

to thwart power-hungry processors:
throttle-down features that reduce 
energy consumption on idle processors
and multicore processors that squeeze
out better performance at lower clock

Two strategies
have emerged 
to address
power-hungry
processors:
throttle-down
features and
multicore
processors.
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speeds than comparable single-core
configurations.

Throttle-down features.Advanced Micro
Devices Inc. (AMD) and Intel Corp. offer
throttle-down features that allow server
firmware to throttle down CPU cycles
during low-demand periods. Intel calls
the technology Demand-Based Switch-
ing, which minimizes the applied voltage
and clock speed on a microprocessor
until more processing power is actually
required. AMD calls the technology
PowerNow and claims that it can reduce
CPU power at idle by 75%.
Many server vendors enable throttle-

down functionality in the factory, but 
IT pros are leery of the new features
because of the potential performance
lag. “If it has the potential to slow per-
formance, the IT staff will shy away from
it,” said Ryan Franks, product manager of
PowerEdge Servers at Dell. 
The amount of power consumed by 

a processor is a result of the switching
frequency. Slowing down the frequency
results in lower power consumption—

but the processor is running slower.
Also, when the processor is clocked
down, there is a lag before one can
ratchet the frequency back up.
Of course, higher performance pres-

ents cost tradeoffs. “If I drive 50 miles
per hour, I can use less gas than if I drive
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Microsoft Windows Server 
2008 and Power Management
MICROSOFT BUILT PROCESSOR power management into its
operating system in Windows Server 2003, but the majority
of users never enabled the feature. In Windows Server 2008,
which ships in February, power management has evolved and
will be enabled out of the box. The new power management
feature provides finer-grain controls and new capabilities
that allow the OS to scale back the voltage going to the
processor,matching the demands of the CPU. This improves
on the current processor power management strategy of put-
ting CPUs to sleep when servers are idle, which can result in
latency issues in server environments that experience spikes
and lulls in demand. 
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70,” said Tom Bradicich, VP and IBM fel-
low of the IBM Systems and Technology
Group. “If you’re crunching a payroll
application in the middle of the night,
you might not care about slower per-
formance. But in the financial industry, if
the rates of derivatives are closing seven
times a second, those guys are not going
to worry about saving on an electric bill
to miss closing on a deal that makes 10
times that amount.”
Thus, in high-performance environ-

ments, every millisecond matters. But
according to HP’s Belady, 95% of com-
panies could take advantage of throttle-
down features with no impact on their
applications—and even financial firms
competing on the level of nanosecond
performance could use the throttle-
down features in their customer-facing
applications.
Senior analyst Andrew Kutz at Mid-

vale, Utah-based Burton Group studies
server efficiency and cites this technolo-
gy as an area where users need to weigh
the cost of administration against the
potential for energy savings. “It doesn’t

hurt users to turn it on,” he said. “It is
managed automatically at the operating
system level. But users see it as one
more problem to diagnose. The real
problem is having servers that are idling
60% of the time and are processing
batch jobs for a few hours a day.”

Multicore chips and performance per
watt. The recent trend toward multicore
processing promises to improve per-
formance per watt on server hardware.
A multicore processor is a chip with

two or more processors in the same
socket. This feature enhances proces-
sors’ ability for multithreading: simulta-
neous processing of multiple tasks. A
processor with two cores is about one
and a half times as powerful as a single-
core processor at the same rate of power
consumption. In 2005, manufacturers
began selling dual-core processors in the
volume server market, and in 2007 the
first quad-core volume servers appeared
on the market. 
Multicore processors are more energy

efficient in two ways: (1) They offer

“The real 
problem is 
having servers
that are idling
60% of the 
time and are
processing
batch jobs for 
a few hours a
day.”
—ANDREW KUTZ, 
SENIOR ANALYST, 
BURTON GROUP
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increased performance within the same
power and cooling envelope compared
with single-core machines; and (2) they
consolidate shared devices across a sin-
gle processor core. Processor compo-
nents like front-side bus and cache can
be shared by multiple processors on a
single die, lowering overall energy con-
sumption, said Kutz. Multiple processors
on a single die also require less energy to
communicate with one another. 
The multicore chip improves comput-

ing performance without raising proces-
sor clock speed. “We essentially hit a
maximum power envelope with single-
core processors,” said Gordon Haff, an
analyst at Nashua, N.H.-based Illuminata
Inc. “We couldn’t get more performance
out of single core,” he noted. “Power
consumption increases faster than clock
speed. If you increase clock speed by a
factor of two, power consumption goes
up by a factor of four or more.”
Haff noted that multicore offers per-

formance advantages as well, such as
memory. Processors that have a single
thread of execution, or one core, have 
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Blade Servers and Energy
Efficiency
WHEN COMPARED WITH rack servers, blade servers are 
more efficient, said senior analyst Andrew Kutz at Midvale,
Utah-based Burton Group. “There is a misrepresentation
in the market that blades take more power and cooling
than comparable rack servers,” Kutz said. The miscon-
ception stems from users’ comparison of blades in terms
of space rather than on the basis of computing capacity. 
A blade system, for example, may take up to 16 blades 
in 10 rack units. Comparatively, 10 rack units of blades
consume more energy than 10 1U rack servers. But on 
the basis of computing capacity, 16 blades consume less
power than 16 rack-based machines. 
The same principle can be applied to cooling; 16 blade
servers need less cooling than 16 rack servers. Data cen-
ters run into problems with the density of blades’ form
factor—often necessitating special design considerations
to meet ultradense cooling, power and weight require-
ments. So companies confront a hurdle in terms of the 
initial investment they need to make in blades as well as 
in the supporting infrastructure to reap the benefits of the
technology. 
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to wait for data to come from memory,
and in the meantime, everything comes
to a halt. “If you have multiple cores, it
gives processors more opportunity to 
do things while they are waiting for 
relatively slow data.”
In the early days, software wasn’t 

optimized for multicore machines. The
performance of multicore chips varied
based on the type of workload; in some
cases, you could get an 80% boost from
the extra core, and on other applications
it might be only 30%. 
Today the ability to put multiple cores

on a single piece of silicon has given
hardware a boost, allowing companies 
to get more bang for their buck at a
lower form factor. 
Now most mainstream applications

are able to take advantage of quad-
core processors, Franks said. Some
homegrown applications and graphics-
intensive programs benefit from single-
core performance, but most software
vendors have caught up. Kutz agrees and
said that most operating systems handle
multicore processors’ performance 

very well. 
Are we going to hit a point where the

number of cores begins to reach dimin-
ishing returns on efficiency? According
to Haff, the answer is not yet. “To take
advantage of multicore, you need a soft-
ware environment with multiple threads
that can run autonomously from each
other,” he said. “You generally see that 
in the server space today in the level of
cores and threads we’re talking about,
especially in the Web and application
tier.”
This scenario has played out particu-

larly well for Sun. Over the past year, the
server vendor has banged the energy
efficiency drum loudest. The company
hitched its UltraSparc processor line to 
a multicore strategy. Its rack-mount
servers, the Sun Fire T1000 and T2000,
feature UltraSparc Niagara II technology
with eight cores. Sun said the multi-
threading capabilities enable the server
to be an ecofriendly alternative in the
x86 space, offering high performance
with low power consumption. 
Rick Hetherington, the chief technolo-
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gy officer at Sun’s Microelectronics divi-
sion, said that many of the commercial
workloads today—Web applications,
databases, network security, file serving
—exploit parallel processing. “All of
these applications exploit chips that
were designed for throughput,” Hether-
ington said. “The Java environment is
very rich in threads.”
By focusing on throughput, not 

single-thread performance, UltraSparc
pipelines tend to be short and simplified
rather than having deep pipelines and
high clock rates. While the per-thread
performance is relatively low, overall
performance is boosted for tasks like
online transaction processing (OLTP).

IV. SERVER VIRTUALIZATION 
AND ENERGY SAVINGS
During the 1990s, when Microsoft moved
into the enterprise server business, it
promised cheap and modular growth for
IT departments in a mainframe strangle-
hold. Data center managers found a way
to meet new application demands quickly.
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Mainframe Energy Efficiency
A MAINFRAME’S AVERAGE CPU utilization is around 90%,
according to Robert Rosen, former president of the Share
mainframe user group. Mainframes have to be more effi-
cient; their processing cycles are too expensive to waste.
This need drove virtualization and logical partitioning on
the mainframe decades before the technologies filtered
down to low-end servers. Also, mainframes and other high-
end servers are mechanically more efficient, said Rosen.
“Any large server designed to run multiple jobs ... is going 
to be more efficient than an Intel or AMD-based server,”
Rosen said. “In the smaller servers, the fans are lower quality.
The power supplies aren’t as efficient. The low-end server
market is so price sensitive that you can’t afford to make
them more efficient.” IBM recently guaranteed customers
that the mainframe uses less energy than the comparable
volume server farm it would take to do the job. 
IBM has trotted out customer successes, including
Columbus, Ohio-based Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co. 
In 2005 the insurance giant managed more than 5,000 
volume servers, 78% of which were seeing peak utilization
of less than 50%. Nationwide opted to move workloads
onto Linux on the mainframe and reported that it reduced
its data center floor space and power consumption by 80%.
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What many data center pros didn’t bar-
gain for was how the promise of cheap
computing would expand application
demand. In today’s data center, Win-
dows is the dominant OS—an operating
environment so unstable, so disposable
(i.e., reboot or replace), that each appli-
cation until recently demanded its own
server and utilized only about 7% of 
its capacity—while still burning nearly
full-power energy.
There are no magic bullets in IT, but

server virtualization is as good as it 
gets. Data center pros are consolidating
servers for massive energy savings with
virtualization software. 
Server virtualization software allows 

a machine to run multiple operating sys-
tem versions at once. The technology
got its start on mainframes decades ago,
allowing big iron to avoid wasting expen-
sive processing power. 
In just a few years, EMC Corp.’s sub-

sidiary VMware Inc. jumped from startup
to powerhouse by taking virtualization to
the x86 platform—the fastest-growing
segment of the server market. 

For x86 servers, the standard was to
run one application on one server. And
that was OK when servers were cheap 
to buy and run. But as more servers were
added to meet application demand,
things started to get messy. With hun-
dreds or even thousands of servers using
10% of their capacity while still running
at full power, data center managers
faced serious utilization issues.
But with virtualization, all of that can

change. Instead of running one applica-
tion on a machine, users can now run
several applications, all isolated into vir-
tual machines that act like independent
servers. 
VMware cornered the market on x86

servers, and almost everyone agrees it 
is the de facto leader on the platform,
though Microsoft and open source 
darling XenSource Inc. are swift on
VMware’s heels as potential competi-
tors. Certainly Microsoft’s entry into 
the market has validated the technology
and ensures that—whether through its 
Virtual Server or VMware’s ESX Server
suite—server virtualization will play a

There are no
magic bullets 
in IT, but server
virtualization 
is as good as 
it gets.
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significant role in the data center. Code-
named Longhorn, Microsoft’s next ser-
ver operating system (which is likely to
roll out in 2008) will contain its own
hypervisor, potentially making virtualiza-
tion a feature of every Windows server.
Tom Roberts, the director of data cen-

ter services for Novi, Mich.-based Trinity
Health, can attest to the effectiveness of
virtualization. Trinity Health is the fourth
largest Catholic health system in the
U.S., and Roberts is currently rolling out
clinical tools across the 46-hospital net-
work. He is also implementing a massive
Citrix system servicing 15,000 clinicians,
powered by a 700-server blade farm. 
When SearchDataCenter.com spoke

with Roberts in 2005, he had a serious
power problem. His facility was only
about four years old, but the watts per
square foot were expanding so rapidly
that he feared he would have to start
knocking down walls to make room for
the Intel servers, which were showing up
at a rate of 10 a week. 
“We’d planned for 50 watts to 70 watts

per square foot, and we’re blowing past

those numbers,” Roberts said. “We’d
planned for 20% growth per year [in
electricity demand], but we’re at 45%
growth per year.”
As a result, Roberts turned to new

ways to reduce his power demand, and
VMware’s virtualization software was
the key to extract more from under-
utilized servers. In 2005, Roberts’
department conducted a study that
found 80% of those servers were run-
ning at 5%-15% utilization. Now, with
VMware, Roberts is collapsing 10-18
applications onto a single server, cluster-
ing them for failover protection and
using fewer servers. 
Roberts is an early adopter of server

virtualization technology; by getting out
in front of his power consumption prob-
lem, Roberts—who also happens to be
president of the Michigan Chapter of
AFCOM, a data center management
professional organization—has a better
handle on the application demand that
just keeps on coming.
Roberts believes that all servers will 

ultimately be virtualized and share
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resources, and so he’s on a mission to
make it happen. “A lot of vendors push
back on virtualization because they’re
not ready for it themselves,” he said.
“The applications have always wanted
their own server. Today we tell every 
single vendor running on an Intel plat-
form, ‘We’ll certify it on VMware for 
you. If it doesn’t run the way it should 
on VMware, we’ll move it back over.’”
This kind of fervent support is driving

worldwide server virtualization adop-
tion. According to new research from
IDC, by the year 2010 more than 15% 
of new server shipments will undergo
virtualization, up from 5% in 2005.
Precise data on Trinity Health’s energy

savings is scarce. Roberts said he can
measure his general consumption based
on the power bill for his standalone data
center, but getting more granular is
another story. “It’s tough to put my
hands on it right now,” Roberts said. But
he hopes to have a better grasp by this
fall. He is currently installing new capac-
ity planning tools from Stamford, Conn.-
based Aperture Technologies Inc. that

will allow Trinity to accurately gauge
energy usage.
While there aren’t hard numbers on

the amount of energy that virtualization
can save, there are some hard dollars
behind the technology—to the tune of
some $4 million. In late 2006, several
California-based utility companies
began offering rebates for customers
using VMware virtualization to reduce
energy costs. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Co., the 

utility that services San Francisco and
northern California, led the program 
that pays customers a lump sum for
every kilowatt-hour of energy they save
during the first year of a virtualization
project. Other California utilities, such 
as Southern California Edison and San
Diego Gas & Electric Co., are on board 
as well.
The utilities approved a plan to reim-

burse up to 50% of the costs of a server
consolidation project, including soft-
ware, hardware and consulting, at up 
to $4 million per customer. 
According to the program rules, the
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incentives are paid following the com-
pletion of a qualifying server consolida-
tion project and are based on the net
reduction in kilowatt-hours—at a rate 
of 8 cents per kWh—that results from
the project (average rates are around 
15 cents per kWh).
Data center managers complete an

application with a utility provider and
provide an estimation calculating the
energy savings through completion of
the project. Some utility providers offer 
a calculation model for this. 
The next step is to schedule a field

verification, which may include pre- and
postproject inspection from the utility to
verify that equipment was removed from
service and that the new equipment has
been installed and is operational. 
Early adopters participating in the 

pilot program have already achieved
“staggering” consolidation rates with
virtualization. One customer is using
VMware to reduce the number of
servers in its data center from 1,000
servers down to 270. Another is 
virtualizing 260 physical servers onto 

11 VMware hosts. 
Estimates by VMware and the utility

companies are that direct energy 
savings for each server removed run
between $300 and $600 per year.
While the utilities and data center pros
are still working out the kinks, these
kinds of incentives are likely to spread
beyond California and virtualization. �

Matt Stansberry has been reporting on the con-
vergence of IT, facility management and energy 
issues since 2003. Since the Web site’s launch in
January 2005, he has been writing and editing for
SearchDataCenter.com. Prior to that, he was the 
managing editor of Today’s Facility Manager magazine
and a staff writer for the U.S. Green Building Council. 
He can be reached at mstansberry@techtarget.com. 
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The new Dell™ Latitude™ E6400 delivers battery life that lets you work
up to 19 hours in combination with its new battery slice. It also provides
anytime, anywhere wireless with support for WiMAX™, enhanced security
management through Intel® vPro™ and features a durable titanium case.
Learn more.

Learn more about the new Dell Latitude Laptops—redesigned with ground-
breaking advancements in durability, security, battery life, and more!

Watch this Dell Latitude webcast now, and learn more about Dell’s next
generation of mobility products.

Dell announces the 19 hour battery life—engineered to provide the power
you need to stay up and running.

About Dell, Inc.: Dell Inc. (NASDAQ: DELL) listens to customers and 
delivers innovative technology and services they trust and value. Uniquely
enabled by its direct business model, Dell is a leading global systems and
services company and No. 34 on the Fortune 500. For more information,
visit www.dell.com, or to communicate directly with Dell via a variety of
online channels, go to www.dell.com/conversations. To get Dell news
direct, visit www.dell.com/RSS.
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